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As-placed contact angles for sessile drops
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Abstract

As-placed contact angle is the contact angle a drop adapts as a result of its placement on a surface. As expected, the as-placed contact angle,
θAP, of a sessile drop on a horizontal surface decreases with the drop size due to the increase in hydrostatic pressure. We present a theoretical
prediction for θAP which shows that it is a unique function of the advancing contact angle, θA, drop size, and material properties (surface tensions
and densities). We test our prediction with published and new data. The theory agrees with the experiments. From the relation of the as-placed
contact angle to drop size the thermodynamic equilibrium contact angle is also calculated.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Drop–surface contact angle, θ [1,2], is a generic term that
describes a wide variety of angles that a drop can make with
a surface spanning over a wide variety of purposes which in-
cludes relating wettability to pH using as-placed contact an-
gle [3]; characterizing super-hydrophobic surfaces using ad-
vancing contact angle and contact angle hysteresis [4], building
a phase diagram based on as-placed contact angle measure-
ments [5] or following spontaneous changes during brine oil
displacement process [6] using the time variation of drop size
and contact angle using drops which are not “as-placed” nor
advancing or receding. Thus we see that there are many use-
ful forms of contact angles used in a variety of fields. Absent
from the above list is the Young equilibrium contact angle, θY.
Though θY is theoretically better established than other contact
angles, it is less commonly used experimentally [7–9], espe-
cially for θ > 10◦ [10] due to the difficulty in determining its
value within the spectrum between the advancing and receding
angles. Instead, maximal advancing, θA, and minimal reced-
ing, θR, contact angles [11–22] and the as-placed contact angle
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[3,5,23–25], θAP, which is considered in this study, are more
commonly reported.

Indeed the Young contact angle is not easily obtained as it
corresponds to a perfectly smooth surface. In a rough surface
the equilibrium contact angle differs from the Young contact
angle and there are two important relations in this context [26].
The Wenzel equation [27] relates the Wenzel (apparent) angle
θW to θY as cos θW = AT

AN
cos θY, where AT is the true area of the

solid surface at the homogeneous solid–liquid contact and AN is
its nominal area. The Cassie–Baxter equation [28] considers a
heterogeneous solid–liquid contact in which only a fraction, f ,
of the projected area of the solid is wetted by the liquid. Then
the apparent Cassie–Baxter contact angle, θC−B, is related to θY

as cos θC−B = f ATw
ANw

cos θY +f −1, where the index w signifies
that ATw and ANw relate only to the wetted fraction of the sur-
face. For the purpose of this paper we consider an equilibrium
contact angle θ0 which corresponds to a global minimum [26]
of the system’s free energy. Thus θ0 can be θW or θC−B or even
(in extreme smooth surface) θY, but at any case it corresponds
to the global minimum [26].

Though there are ways to experimentally obtain the global
minimum [29–32], most researchers use θA and θR to inves-
tigate the drop contact angle phenomena per se while θAP is
common as an auxiliary measurement. This is in part due to
ease of measurement and in part because being extreme values
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Fig. 1. The as-placed contact angle, θAP, is somewhere within the spectrum of
advancing and receding contact angles (θA and θR). We show that drops for
which θAP = θ0 are smaller than drops for which θAP → θR and bigger than
drops for which θAP → θA.

θA and θR are perceived means of obtaining thermodynamic
properties. Indeed, there are studies that show how to obtain the
θ0 from θA and θR [29,33]. Yet there is a question as to the true
value of θA and θR. Krasovitski and Marmur [34] showed that
θA and θR obtained by tilting the surface are in fact functions
of the tilt angle and differ from those of planar surfaces. On the
other hand, there are many studies (e.g., [18,20–22]) that show
that the θA and θR for drops on horizontal surfaces are func-
tions of drop size. Thus we see that θA and θR depend on the
measurement conditions: drop size and surface tilt angle and
there is a difficulty in determining one value of θA (or θR) for a
given drop–surface–medium system. This study offers a partial
solution by obtaining a unique value of θA which is indepen-
dent of drop size. We obtain this unique θA value by building a
model for a drop that is placed gently on a surface (“as-placed”
drop). The model describes the deviation of θAP from θA due
to the hydrostatic pressure that the finite size drop exerts on the
three phase contact line. We show that this model predicts the
same θA for different drop sizes. The model is restricted to non-
volatile drops with no vapor available for condensation.

By “as-placed” we refer to the contact angle, θAP, that a drop
makes upon being placed gently on a horizontal surface, and
after allowing some time for the drop to equilibrate and pin to
the surface in some metastable position somewhere between θA
and θR. As we shall see, for very small drops θAP approaches θA
and for big drops it approaches θR and at some size it matches
the equilibrium contact angle, θ0 (see Fig. 1).

2. Theoretical background

The combination of the Young equation and the Wenzel
equation gives the relation between the surface tensions and the
global energy minimum equilibrium contact angle θ0 for the
liquid drop:

(1)γSL + γLV
AN

AT
cos θ0 = γSV,

where γij are the interfacial tensions (or interfacial energies
[35–37]) between phases i and j , and the indexes S, L and V
stand for solid, liquid and vapor, respectively (though vapor
may sometimes refer to another liquid medium surrounding the
drop). The reason a drop can have a contact angle that is differ-
ent from θ0 is related to the pinning of the three phase contact

line to its position which induces a force resisting drop motion.
One can describe the force per length associated with this pin-
ning, k/r , by Eq. (2) (see [8,33,38–41]) (where r is the radius of
the circle the drop makes with the surface). In this description k

has opposite values, kA and kR corresponding to advancing and
receding contact angles:

(2a)kA/rA = γ (cos θA − cos θ0),

(2b)kR/rR = γ (cos θR − cos θ0),

where rA and rR are drop radii that correspond to the advancing
and receding curvatures and γ ≡ γLV.

From this, the relation between the θA, θR and θ0 is given by
[33]

(3)θ0 = cos−1
(

ΓA cos(θA) + ΓR cos(θR)

ΓA + ΓR

)
,

where

ΓA ≡
(

sin3 θA

2 − 3 cos θA + cos3 θA

)1/3

and

ΓR ≡
(

sin3 θR

2 − 3 cos θR + cos3 θR

)1/3

.

2.1. Modeling the effect of hydrostatic force

In the following model we often use the term “force” as short
for force per length. The reader is asked to realize the dimen-
sions from the context.

Without the hydrostatic force (e.g., if gravitational acceler-
ation g = 0), the line pinning force equals the capillary force.
Regardless of the nature of the line pinning force, we can write
(cf. Eq. (2)):

(4)Line pinning force = γ (cos θ − cos θ0),

i.e. the line pinning force that resists the capillary force is cal-
culated with respect to θ0 and the actual angle, θ , regardless
of how it was obtained (be it as-placed or induced in any other
way).

In the case of zero hydrostatic force, a drop that is placed
gently (!) on a surface will have an as-placed contact angle of
θAP = θA. Thus the maximal resistance of the line pinning force
(per unit length) can be written based on Eq. (4) as:

(5)

Maximal advancing line pinning force = γ (cos θA − cos θ0).

Consider a drop that is placed on a surface and slowly advances
without gravity (only due to capillarity) toward its equilibrium
contact angle. Due to pinning of the contact line the drop will
never reach its equilibrium position and toward the end of the
motion, when the motion speed indeed approaches zero, Eq. (5)
is valid.

If we now introduce gravity, then at the moment the drop
stops, the hydrostatic pressure is ρgh (ρ, drop’s density;
h, drop’s height) and the capillary force is given by

(6)Capillary related force = γ (cos θ0 − cos θAP).
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